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About This Game

Giana Sisters: Twisted Dreams - Rise of the Owlverlord is a blistering platformer with morphing worlds, featuring seven brand
new levels, a new boss and new gripping tracks from Chris Hülsbeck and Machinae Supremacy!

Dash through tricky levels and transform the whole world at will in this fast-paced platformer. Rise of the Owlverlord combines
graphics that pack a visual punch and tight controls with the challenge of retro era platforming. Fluidly morph between two

dynamically different dream worlds to solve puzzles and combat grueling enemies and bosses. You’ll have to intertwine perky
Giana's twirling jump with punky Giana's hammering dash attack to survive her dual nightmare.

Key Features

Powerful Abilities: Change Giana's personality to unleash her unique abilities - you'll need to control both sides to
survive her dreams!

Intuitive Controls and Smooth Gameplay: Master the tight knit controls to defeat the cunning trials ahead.

Visual Punch:Giana’s dreamworlds leap off the screen with gorgeous 3D graphics that morph before your eyes.

Twisted Puzzles: As Giana changes, so does the world around her. Collecting gems and finding secret locations requires
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strategy and interchanging the two worlds.

Legendary Soundtrack:Each dream layer has its own music style. Experience a dual crossfading soundtrack by Chris
Hülsbeck and Machinae Supremacy!

More to Discover: There are 7 rich levels across several distinct worlds, each transforming into the two contrasting
dreamworlds.

Gut-wrenching Hardcore Modes: Hardcore and Über Hardcore modes also await players who are full masters of the
game and quite possibly insane.

Extras: Halloween-themed levels accessible from the start.
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Title: Giana Sisters: Twisted Dreams - Rise of the Owlverlord
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Black Forest Games
Publisher:
HandyGames, Black Forest Games
Franchise:
Giana Sisters
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.8 GHz / AMD Athlon II X2 @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3.0 DX9.0c level hardware (Nvidia GeForce 6800, ATI X1800 XT or higher)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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It would be good if I can find it in my library to be able to play it!!!. Nice adventure with beautifull graphics and sound. No
motion sickness thanks to blink teleport option. Puzzles are repetitive, but fun anyway. 6+ hours.

8/10. Recently picked this up expecting an average add-on and well it was certainly average in quality. Sounds are ok but not the
best, coasting downhill isn't the best as the dynamic brakes appear heavy and regular brakes can cause drive quality penalties on
steep grades if you're not careful. One strange thing to note is that when the instrument lights are on they don't display the
instruments at night or in tunnels making the feature somewhat pointless.

The one part about the DLC that amuses me the most is when reading the description you'll find this line: "As an extraordinary
bonus, the Amtrak SDP40F pack, masterfully created by DTM, also include a complete set of Amtrak\u2019s ex-Santa Fe high-
level cars as made famous in Santa Fe service on the El Capitan\/Super Chief and Texas Chief, and which served Amtrak for
decades" Now this does sound very generous on DTM's part and we should be grateful for the extra effort except Donner Pass
has NO Amtrak coaches included by default so DTM would have no choice but to include coaches anyway as the alternative
would be to release the SDP40F alone on the Soldier Summit route as it has Amtrak coaches included due to the F40PH so nice
try DTM.

Wait until the discount is 50+% off to buy as full price is certainly not worth it.

7\/10. Remarkable game! Interesting and difficult levels. Graphics is very good. Convenient management, various tasks. A game
very much was pleasant! I want to play all game and to wait for new levels.. Initially, I was just starting to play this game, she
was excellent proctically in everything and was much better than she is now. Cheap game.. not really worth the money :/. I hope
i will be able to sue this fainter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for making waste money on this peice of s-h-i-t game..
What you see is exactly what you get here. For just under a buck....you run around a parking garage....and you gun down
zombies until you get bored. You have two weapons to choose from....a shotgun and an AK....and you never have to worry about
running out of ammunition since it's so plentiful. There are only two character models for the zombies....male and female....and
that....coupled with the near empty parking garage itself....makes for a dull experience. There are a handful of powerups to help
you out and numerous achievements to get....but there's nothing that will make you want to invest any real time into the game.
The only positive remark that I can give the game....is that aside from the occasional slow down....I didn't experience any kind
of bugs or crashes.. I've played the VR experience first, and then watched the short film, and neither really impressed me.
Too short, too much talk, too little suspense. I'm not sure what you're supposed to feel, if anything, but it didn't work for me.. It
was an overall positive game, and I say this after finishing, and with a 100% no less. However, it only has such a high rating
because Npcs throughout the whole game ask people to review and they obviously thought it would get them some reward.

That said, at least in the Mac version, the game crashes quite often when you do certain things, so until you get used to saving
often (which the game often explicitly reminds you to do as only such a meta game could do) you'll probably lose a few
minutes\/hours of play. That's pretty bad, and it's probably never gonna be fixed, so be warned.
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This game gave me a$$ cancer......... not in a bad way (the game is amazing) but from the severe anal prolapse i suffered from
uncontrollable laughter and joy this game gave me.
Expect nothing and you will be overjoyed at the madness and utter stupidity provided.
Less Pixels than your toaster, worse jokes than your dad, less tasteful than your mum in a bikini.
Worth every penny 10\/10

(Just like your mum). Running back to the boss after dying is longer than the fight which frankly just ruins the game for me..
Verdict: This is one of the best strategy games in which you're commanding armies of antiquity.

Pros:
1. Units are quite detailed and seem to be about as effective as their historical counterparts.
2. There is some logistics which prevents you from ahistorical winter fighting - it is really hard to get supplies most of the time,
although is possible and might catch your opponent with his pants down.
3. Quite a few nations and different time settings which means a lot of diversity.
4. Many historical characters to command your armies or to fight against.
5. Different events to explore what-ifs, forge alliances or declare wars.
6. Map is actually quite nice and cities are different for each period.

Cons:
1. You're not able to command you men in the field.
2. Graphics are somewhat dated, as is the game's engine in my opinion.

Overall - I do recommend it if you're a history buff, who enjoys a good strategy game.. The single compaing is very nice, short
tough.
The multiplayer is prety much dead.. Bloo Kid 2 made me famous! Bloo Kid 2 gjorde mig k\u00e4nd!

ENGLISH

Have the most Total Stars in nightmare mode on Bloo Kid 2! Everybody is so impressed by my awesome skills. The day when I
took the record, paparazzis were everywhere, girls are screaming and companies wants to sponsor me with millions of crowns
(Swedish currency).

After 5 whole hours I felt exhausted. All the pressure I got from all over the world was to much. My Bloo Kid 2 skills wasen't
like it use to be, like when I was younger.

I started to do heavy drugs as Coffe and Candy,when I realice that my life was so much more to live for.

So I leave my past and start thinking about the future goals in life. Because if you always dwell on the past, you're probably not
going to reach new goals and have awesome adventures in life.

SVENSKA

Har flest Total Stj\u00e4rnor i mardr\u00f6ms l\u00e4ge p\u00e5 Bloo Kid 2! Alla \u00e4r s\u00e5 imponerad av min
fantastiska skicklighet. Dagen d\u00e5 jag tog rekordet, paparazzis var \u00f6verallt, tjejer skriker och f\u00f6retag vill sponsra
mig med miljontals kronor (Svensk valuta).

Efter 5 hela timmar k\u00e4nde jag mig helt\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 All press jag fick fr\u00e5n \u00f6ver
hela v\u00e4rlden var f\u00f6r mycket. Min Bloo Kid 2 skicklighet var inte som den var f\u00f6rut, som n\u00e4r jag var ung.

Jag b\u00f6rjade ta starka droger s\u00e5som Kaffe och Godis, n\u00e4r jag b\u00f6rja komma p\u00e5 att mitt liv \u00e4r
s\u00e5 mycket mer att leva f\u00f6r.

S\u00e5 jag l\u00e4mnar mitt f\u00f6rflutna och b\u00f6rja t\u00e4nka om framtidens m\u00e5l i livet. D\u00e4rf\u00f6r om
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du alltid \u00e4ltar det f\u00f6rflutna, s\u00e5 kommer du troligen inte n\u00e5 dina nya m\u00e5l och ha fantastiska
\u00e4ventyr i livet.. This game is amazing. I can tell this is one of the best free games on steam. The graphic is perfect and it
performed very well on my poor computer. The characters are cute and the music sounds great.
Yet the horrible control system ruined my gaming experience! I can't remember how many times I had tried to pick up a brick
beside me or failed to put it on other bricks! It just too hard to move the character to the right place! The arrows usually just
don't show up!
Not to mention the AI! THEY ARE TOO DAMN SMART!!! They move too fast! Their actions are too precise! They beat me
every single time! Sometimes I'm almost going to win, and they come back and beat me AGAIN! Why are you doing this to
me? It's too heartbreaking!
Again, I LOVE this game. I just don't know how to give an appropriate comment, because it was such a good game but those
flaws drive me nuts! I love playing it because it looks funny but actually it's quite challenging game. I hope I can "run this
game"and beat the crazy AI soon.. This game's promising and it has a cool idea. However, despite the fact I'm giving this game a
thumbs down, I wish there was an "eh" rating. The Unity engine isn't bad but the developers really need to work more on it. Gun
play is bad as there's no animations for things such as cocking the bolt on a Mauser Gewehr 98. The walking animations are also
not that good. Finally the gameplay's really and I mean REALLY laggy at times.. Very interesting experience, I think that most
negative reviews here don't understand that it's not a video game, and was never meant to be.. Apparently, a parkour FPS. The
only parkour part is double jumping. But yea, abandoned at early alpha state, dead, no idea how I got it in my backlog, goodbye,
bai-bai.. Spriter Pro makes it extremely easy to put together animated sprites literally in minutes (assuming you already have the
graphical assets). At first, the interface isn't particularly intuitive, but track down the "getting started" video on YouTube and
you'll be up and running in no time flat. I have practically no graphical talent (Dammit, Jim! I'm a programmer, not a graphical
artist!), but my first experiment right out of the gate was an animated tank with rotating turret, recoiling gun, and smoke effects
that's on par with Command & Conquer tanks (yes, I had decent assets to play with).
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